Abstract. The question whether face recognition in photographic negative relies more on external features and pictorial cues than in photographic positive was studied in five experiments. Recognition of whole faces as well as both external and internal features of the faces was compared in experiments 1 and 2. The conditions in which views of faces between learning and test were either identical (hence providing maximum pictorial cues) or different (hence reducing such cues) were compared in experiments 3, 4, and 5. The results showed that recognition of internal features in two-tone and multi-tone images suffered more from use of photographic negatives than recognition of external features. Testing with both multi-tone and two-tone images revealed that the deficit caused by view changes between learning and test was no more severe with negatives than with positives. Finally, removing external features made recognition of different views equally more difficult for positives and negatives. Overall, these results point to a qualitative rather than quantitative difference between processing face images in photographic positive and negative.
Introduction
It is now well known that faces are difficult to recognise in photographic negatives (Galper 1970; Galper and Hochberg 1971; Phillips 1972; Luria and Strauss 1978; Hayes et al 1986; Hayes 1988; Kemp et al 1990; Johnston et al 1992; Bruce and Langton 1994; Kemp et al 1996; Liu and Chaudhuri 1997) . While this impairment may be due to a difference in processing photographic negative and positive, we do not yet know whether this difference is quantitative or qualitative. If it is only quantitative, it may imply that the same kinds of processes are being employed but with different degrees of efficiency. If it is qualitative, it may imply that distinct processes exist. In this regard, the study of recognition in inverted faces has produced a clearer picture than in negative faces. It has been shown that some face effects are present only when faces are tested upright but not when they are inverted. For example, it is easier to judge that two faces are different if both facial features (the shape of eyes, nose, etc) and configural information (the spatial relation between the features) are different between the two faces than when only one piece of this information is different (Sergent 1984) . Individual facial features are easier to identify when they are tested within the original facial configurations than when isolated or in new configurations (Tanaka and Farah 1993; Tanaka and Sengco 1997) . Both effects were only found in upright, but not in inverted faces. Thompson's (1980) Thatcher illusion is another example that shows the grotesque effect of inverting the eyes and mouth in a face and is perceived only when the face as a whole is upright. These studies suggest a qualitative difference between the processing of upright and inverted faces. Together, these results show that configural processing is present in upright-face perception but absent or weakened in inverted-face perception.
Studies have shown that configural processing in face perception is an acquired expertise through child development (Carey and Diamond 1994) . Special behavioural effects that are often associated with recognition of faces are also found among experts with non-face objects, especially at the subordinate or exemplar level [see Tanaka and Gauthier (1997) for a review]. For example, the inversion effect has been found among dog experts (Diamond and Carey 1986 ) and among trained subjects who became experts at identifying individual members of a computer-generated homogenous non-face class called 'Greebles' (Gauthier et al 1998) . What is most relevant here is Gauthier et al's finding that the photographic-negative effect can be created in experts but not in novices with Greebles. This suggests a qualitative difference between the way experts and novices process Greebles. Gauthier et al point out that, like the inversion effect, the photographic-negative effect may be mediated by expertise. Indeed, people are highly expert at recognising faces in photographic positive, but are likely novice at faces in negative. Expertise in positive faces may have developed some effective strategies with such stimuli, but some of these strategies may not be available when faces are perceived in negative. To better understand the difference between processing photographic positive and negative it is necessary to find out what strategies are or are not transferred from expertise in positive to negative, and thus be able to answer whether and when a qualitative or quantitative difference exists.
In this study we examined two questions on the nature of this difference. The first is whether face recognition in photographic negative depends more on external features than it does in positive. The second is whether face recognition in photographic negative relies more on pictorial cues or is more viewpoint-dependent than in positive. A notable difference in performance with positive and negative images with regard to these parameters would suggest that the two types of images are processed in a qualitatively different manner, whereas the lack of an effect would imply that the processing differences are merely quantitative.
The role of external features
The difficulty of recognising faces in photographic negative may be due to a lack of configural processing that has been proven to be crucial in face perception. Since configural information about facial identity is most typically defined by the internal features of a face, a lack of configural processing would lead to the hypothesis that face recognition in negative depends more on external features than face recognition in positive.
Recognition of internal vs external features of a face has been compared in a number of studies (Ellis et al 1979; Phillips 1979; Young 1984; Young et al 1985 Young et al ,1987 Brunas et al 1990; Campbell and Tuck 1995; Nachson et al 1995) . Most of these studies define the internal features as containing the eyes, nose, and mouth. The external features generally include hair, chin, and facial outline. Overall, these studies have shown that both external and internal features are recognised equally well but that there are some advantages to internal features when faces are familiar. Using a composite-figure technique, Young et al (1985) have demonstrated the importance of configurational processing when internal and external features are combined.
Only Phillips (1979) compared the relative importance of internal vs external features in both photographic positives and negatives. The stimuli consisted of 'face' (containing eyes, nose, and mouth in a trapezoidal shape that was cut out from the central part of a photograph) and 'head' (the remaining part of the photograph that contained hair, ears, and chin). A comparison of recognition performance with 'faces' and 'heads' in both photographic positive and negative showed no difference between the two. However, there are two problems that complicate the interpretation of these results. First, face stimuli containing both internal and external features together were not tested. Although the study by Phillips (1979) did reveal how well external and internal features are remembered independently, it is difficult to ascertain whether learning faces in negative depended more on external features since there was no baseline for comparison. Second, the exclusion of facial outlines by a trapezoidal shape could have caused difficulties in perceiving the face as a Gestalt. For example, Kemp et al (1990) showed that, when the outline of a face was eliminated from their two-tone stimuli, both the photographic-negative effect and the inversion effect disappeared.
They concluded that the face shape is of crucial importance in the genesis of the effects. Hence treating the face shape as an external feature may not be appropriate.
To overcome these difficulties, the normal outline of a face should be included when internal features are tested alone. Furthermore, control conditions in which both internal and external features are present would allow an estimation of their role by comparing the recognition of a whole face with the recognition of internal or external features. If recognising faces in photographic negative relies more on external features, then faces without such elements should be more difficult to recognise in negative than in positive. Bruce and Young (1986) have pointed out that faces learned through photographic images may depend both on 'pictorial' and 'structural' codes. Pictorial code is referred to as details of lighting, grain, static pose, and expression. Structural code, on the other hand, is referred to as a more abstract level of visual representation that captures configurational aspects of facial structure that are essential to its identity. One explanation of why faces in photographic negative are less recognised than in positive is that recognition in negative relies more on pictorial code with little help from the structural code. That is, recognition in photographic negative may rely more on cues that are not intrinsic to faces. For example, it may depend more on encoding the location of features in relation to the picture frame. If so, recognising faces in a different image from the learned one would cause more difficulty for faces learned in negative because the pictorial cues in the learned image are altered at test. The relative contributions of pictorial and structural codes can be evaluated by using different images of the same face at learning and test, varying the content of the pictorial code such as lighting, grain, or pose.
The role of pictorial cues
In this study we varied the pose of a face used at learning and test. Bruce and Langton (1994) tested recognition of negative and positive faces in different views from learned views and noted that the reason for using this method was to prevent subjects from using pictorial cues. Since the purpose of their study was to see whether there was any difference between recognition of photographic positive and negative, they did not compare faces learned and tested in identical views with those learned and tested in different views. This comparison, however, is critical to our study since it allows an evaluation of whether face recognition with photographic negatives depends more on pictorial cues. This can be accomplished by looking at the difference between performance with different views and identical views. If face recognition in photographic negatives depends more on pictorial cues, then we would expect a greater deterioration in performance when faces are learned and tested in different views than in identical views.
It has been shown that recognition of faces and homogenous objects is generally viewpoint-dependent (Biilthoff et al 1995; Tarr 1995; Hamm and McMullen 1998; Newell 1998) . Thus it should not be surprising to see that recognition in both negative and positive is affected by view changes. Rather, our goal is to see whether there is a greater dependence on viewpoint when faces are recognised in negative. Greater dependence may be expected if configural processing is involved in matching the images in different views and if such configural processing is lacking or less efficient when faces are shown in negative. Alternatively, it is possible that configural processing is implemented only for the learned view at the time of learning, whereas the generalising from the learned view to a different view is performed by another kind of processing. Our results should allow us to determine whether photographic-negative effects occur only before but not after changing views.
Multi-tone vs two-tone negatives
We found earlier that the photographic-negative effect was stronger with two-tone images than with multi-tone images (Liu and Chaudhuri 1997) . Similar to Hayes (1988) , we explained this effect by noting that multi-tone photographic negatives disrupted only low spatial frequencies whereas two-tone negatives disrupted both low and high spatial frequencies of a face in positive. Since recognition of two-tone negative faces is impaired more than that of multi-tone negatives, the former should provide a more sensitive test of any possible difference in recognition of faces in photographic positives and negatives. Thus, in our study we used both multi-tone and two-tone images to examine the question whether recognising faces in photographic negative relied more on external features and pictorial cues than in their photographic-positive counterparts.
Congruent vs incongruent photographic-negative effect
Photographic-negative effects have previously been studied by two rather different procedures. In one case, faces were learned in positive and tested in negative. In the other, faces were both learned and tested in negative. We pointed out that reduced performance in the first case may be due to the mismatch in luminance contrast between learning and test images (Liu and Chaudhuri 1997) . The effects due to incongruent contrast were indeed stronger and were due to the compound effects of negation and congruity. We found that recognition was better if faces learned in negative were also tested in negative than if faces learned in negative were tested in positive. We pointed out that the latter case could produce a 'photographic-positive effect'. Indeed, the photographic-negative effect in the congruent condition can be much weaker than reported effects with incongruent conditions. In this study we used only congruent conditions to examine photographic-negative effects. Since our motive was to test whether there is a possible qualitative difference between processing of photographic positives and negatives, the use of congruent conditions ensured that processing of these two kinds of face stimuli was mediated independently of each other.
Experiment 1
This experiment was designed to compare the relative dependence of face recognition on external features of faces in photographic positive and negative. Prior studies (Ellis et al 1979; Young 1984; showed that recognition suffered in photographic positive when external features were removed from whole-face images. We are now interested in whether recognition in photographic negatives suffers disproportionally from recognition in photographic positives when external features are removed. This has not been previously done.
2.1 Method 2.1.1 Subjects. Seventy-four undergraduate students from McGill University participated in this study. The ages ranged from 18 to 45 years (median = 21 years). All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Subjects were randomly assigned to six groups, with thirteen in two groups and twelve in each of the remaining groups.
2.1.2 Materials. Digitised photographs were obtained from a face database at the University of Essex (http://hp1.essex.ac.uk/projects/vision/allfaces/). The original full-colour face images were converted to a 256 grey-level format. A library of thirty-two male faces was used in this study. They were unknown to the subjects. All images were in full-face view with a homogenous grey-level background. Three types of images were created for each face and referred to as 'internal features', 'external features', and 'whole face'. Figure la shows an example face manipulated for different conditions. Each 'internal-feature' image was created by removing all components outside the outline of a face (eg hair, ears, neck, apparel). The outline of the face was manually delineated with a mouse to trace the boundary between the chin and neck, the cheek and ears, and the forehead and hairline. After the outer features were removed, the blank space was filled in with the same grey-level background. Each 'external-feature' image was created by removing everything inside the outline of a face and keeping the same facial outline as before. After the inner features were removed, the blank space was filled in with the same grey-level as that used for the background. The 'whole-face' image was unaltered and placed on the same grey-level background. Each type of image had both positive and negative versions. Thus a total of one hundred and ninety-two images were used in this study (32 faces x 3 types of image x 2 contrast polarities). The size of each picture was 200 x 180 pixels (7.1 cm x 6.4 cm). They were displayed in the centre of a 17 inch AppleVision monitor and freely viewed at a distance of 60 cm (6.5 deg x 6.0 deg).
Procedure and design.
We employed a 2 x 3 between-subject design. The two factors were two levels of contrast polarity (positive and negative) and three levels of feature type (internal feature, external feature, and whole face). Each subject was tested on one of these six conditions. Subjects were tested individually on a Power Macintosh 7200/120 computer. Instructions were given on the monitor. Subjects were told that they would be shown some face images and later would be tested on how well they remembered the images. Sixteen face images were shown to the subject in random order during the learning phase. Each image was displayed for 3 s. There was a brief delay (4 s) between the learning and the test session. The test face was accompanied by a dialogue box containing "Yes" and "No" button responses, displayed 5 cm under the face. Subjects were instructed to click on the "Yes" button if the face was seen during the learning phase or the "No" button otherwise. The test face remained on display until the subject responded. A total of thirty-two faces were used during the test phase, containing sixteen previously viewed and sixteen new faces. The testing order of the learned faces was the same as during the learning session, whereas the new faces were randomised and then mixed with the learned faces. The presentation order for correct "Yes"/"No" answers was determined by Fellows sequence (Fellows 1967 ) in order to reduce response bias. Figure 2a shows the mean percentage of correct responses and standard errors for each of the six conditions. A two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed a significant main effect of contrast polarity (F, 68 =31.63, p < 0.0001), and feature type (F 2 68 = 7.36, p < 0.001). The interaction between contrast polarity and feature type was not significant (p = 0.28). The lack of interaction was surprising given that the results in figure 2a seem to suggest an interaction, particularly the recognition of the internal feature appears to be much worse in negative than in positive. Since our main goal was to test whether removal of external features impairs performance more in negative than in positive, we excluded the data for external features and performed a 2 (whole face and internal feature) x 2 (polarity) analysis to increase the power of our test. Although the p value for the interaction dropped (p = 0.17), it did not reach a level of significance. The results show that photographic positives were generally recognised better than photographic negatives. On average, there was about a 12% advantage of positive over negative. The whole-face conditions (both positive and negative images) scored highest, followed by a slight drop (3%) in external-feature conditions, and a greater drop (10%) in internal-feature conditions. A Tukey comparison of means (a = 0.05) showed that the whole face scored higher than internal features and that external features scored higher than internal features. There was no difference between the score of whole face and external features.
Results and discussion
The key question in this experiment was whether face recognition in photographic negative depended more on external features. Although the data seemed to show a tendency that face recognition in negative images relied more on external features, the statistical support for this observation was weak owing to a lack of interaction between polarity and image type.
Although our statistical analysis did not support the hypothesis of a qualitative difference in processing external features and internal features of faces between photographic negative and positive, the trend in figure 2a suggests the possibility that the experimental test was not sensitive enough to detect this effect. In particular, the performance in the negative might have been aided by the facial information preserved in high spatial frequencies of multi-tone negatives. Hayes et al (1986) pointed out that multi-tone negatives only disrupt low spatial frequencies since they found no difference between recognition of photographic positives and negatives when high-pass-filtered images were used. Therefore, recognition of internal features in our multi-tone negatives could have been aided by the preserved high spatial frequencies. This same use of the high spatial frequencies in both positive and negative could have obscured the qualitative difference between face processing in positive and negative, making the detection of the difference difficult. In the next experiment, we used the same paradigm but with two-tone negatives since these disrupt both low and high spatial frequencies. This has been shown to provide a more sensitive measure of the photographic-negative effect (Hayes 1988; Liu and Chaudhuri 1997) .
Experiment 2
In this experiment the conditions were the same as in experiment 1 but two-tone versions of the face stimuli were used.
3.1 Method 3.1.1 Subjects. Eighty-four undergraduate students from McGill University participated in this study. The ages ranged from 17 to 32 years (median = 20 years). All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Subjects were randomly assigned to six groups, with fourteen in each group. 3.1.2 Materials. The multi-tone pictures used in experiment 1 were converted from 8-bit multi-tone to two-tone versions with Adobe Photoshop 3.0. The threshold between the black and white quantisation was the mean of the pixel luminance in each image. Since the best match between multi-tone and two-tone versions of a face is not always created at the threshold of mean pixel luminance, owing to subtle variability between different skin complexion and lighting conditions, we either increased or decreased the threshold image-wise within 10% limit to find the best matching point. One example face used in different conditions is illustrated in figure lb. 3.1.3 Procedure and design. As in experiment 1, we used a 2 (polarity) x 3 (feature type) between-subject design. The procedural details are identical to those in experiment 1.
Results and discussion
The results are shown in figure 2b . A two-way ANOVA was applied to the percentage of correct responses. There was a significant main effect of polarity (F l 78 = 18.16, p < 0.0001), but the main effect of feature type was insignificant (F 2 78 = 1.16, p = 0.32). There was a significant interaction between contrast polarity and image type (F 278 =3.06, p < 0.05).
A Tukey comparison of means (a = 0.05) showed no difference between recognition of the three feature types in positive images. But the difference between recognition of external and internal features in negative reached marginal significance (p = 0.08), implying a possible advantage of external features in the negative image. The comparison of means also showed that although recognition of whole face and internal features was significantly worse in negative than in positive by 10%-13%, the recognition of external features in negative was the same as in positive. The significant interaction between contrast polarity and image type was apparently due to this uneven photographic-negative effect on different feature types. The results suggested that including the internal features had a damaging effect on recognition of whole face and external features in negative.
As can be seen in figure 2b , there was little difference between recognition of external features in the positive and negative conditions in experiment 2. Only when whole face and internal features were tested, was there a photographic-negative effect. To compare the results in the two experiments and to examine how the question of qualitative and quantitative distinction in processing photographic positive and negative is answered when the tone level change is taken into account, a 2 (tone level) x 2 (polarity) x 3 (feature type) ANOVA was conducted, where tone level (multi-tone vs two-tone) was a betweenexperiment factor. The results show that recognition in two-tone faces was poorer than in multi-tone faces (F l]46 = 7.79, p < 0.01), which is consistent with our previous finding that the recognition in two-tone full-face images was more impaired than in multi-tone full-face images (Liu and Chaudhuri 1997) . The more important finding in our analyses though was the two-way interaction between polarity and feature type (F 2l46 =3.30, p < 0.05). The remaining two-way and three-way interactions were not significant.
Tukey tests revealed that the interaction between polarity and feature type was due to the fact that there was no difference between the recognition of feature type when images were in positive. However, the recognition of internal features was significantly worse than the recognition of the other two feature types when images were in negative (p < 0.005). The interaction suggests a qualitative difference between processing faces in photographic positive and negative. That is, processing faces in negative relies more on external features than processing faces in positive.
Since identical images were used at learning and test in experiments 1 and 2, the recognition performance in these experiments was mediated by pictorial cues. It is difficult to gauge from these experiments whether face recognition in positive and negative images requires the same or different proportions of pictorial cues. If recognising faces in negative depends on a greater proportion of pictorial cues than recognising faces in positive, a greater viewpoint-dependent effect should be observed in the negative-image condition when a face is learned in one view but tested in another. We address this issue in the next three experiments.
Experiment 3
The aim of this experiment was to examine whether face recognition in photographic negative relies more on pictorial cues than in photographic positives. To accomplish this, we compared recognition of faces learned and tested in different views with the recognition of faces learned and tested in identical views in two different polarities.
We predict that for both positive and negative images, the identical-view condition should produce better recognition performance than the different-view condition. If the difference between identical and different views in negative images is greater than in positive images, this would suggest that face recognition in photographic negatives depends more on pictorial cues than in photographic positives. 4.1 Method 4.1.1 Subjects. Eighty-one undergraduate students from McGill University participated in this study. The ages ranged from 18 to 46 years (median = 21 years). All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Subjects were randomly assigned to four groups. Three groups had twenty subjects and one group had twenty-one.
Materials. Multi-tone grey-level images were obtained from Olivetti and Oracle
Research Laboratory face database (http://www.cam-orl.co.uk/facedatabase.html). A total of thirty-two faces were used. There were twenty-eight men and four women. One half of these images were used as targets, the other half being used as distractors. None of the faces was known to the subjects. Each face had four different versions: one in fullface view, one in three-quarter view, and the remaining two were the same views but in negative. An example of these manipulations is shown in figure 3a . Only one threequarter view per face was used, facing either right or left. One half of the three-quarter views faced right and the other half faced left. The total number of images employed was one hundred and twenty-eight (32 faces x 2 views x 2 signs). All images had a homogenous grey-level background. The size of images was 146 x 120 pixels (5.15 cm x 4.23 cm), subtending 5.2 deg x 4.2 deg at a viewing distance of 60 cm. Sixteen of these images full-face view three-quarter view full-face view three-quarter view contained glasses or beard or both. Care was taken to equalise the number of targets and distractors that contained such visual tokens. The responses to face images that contained or excluded these tokens were analysed separately to avoid any possible contamination.
Procedure and design.
We employed a 2 x 2 between-subject design. The two factors were contrast polarity (positive or negative) and view (faces were learned and tested in identical or in different views). The learning and test views were fully counterbalanced. For the different-view conditions, one half of the subjects learned full-face views and were tested on three-quarter views; the other half learned three-quarter views and were tested on full-face views. For the identical-view conditions, one half of the subjects learned and were tested on full-face views; the other half learned and were tested on three-quarter views. All other aspects of the procedure were the same as in experiments 1 and 2.
Results and discussion
We organised the data into two sets-the full data set and a restricted data set where the responses to the half of faces with glasses and/or beard were excluded. The mean percentages of correct responses between the two data sets in the corresponding conditions were very similar. The difference between the means for the four corresponding conditions only varied by 0.3%)-1.8%. Therefore only the results based on the full data set are shown in figure 4a . The two data sets were analysed separately by two-way ANOVAs. When a two-way ANOVA was applied to the full data set, we found a significant main effect of contrast polarity (F }11 = 51.67, p < 0.0001) and a significant main effect of view (F, 77 = 27.31, p < 0.0001). However, there was no interaction (p = 0.94).
A separate ANOVA was performed on the restricted data set where the responses to the faces with glasses and/or beard were excluded. Again, main effects for both contrast polarity and view were found to be significant (F x 77 = 44.60, p < 0.0001; and F X11 = 18.87, p < 0.0001, respectively). As before, there was no significant interaction (p = 0.45).
The results from the two ANOVAs on different data sets suggest that glasses and beard did not have any significant influence. The positive images were recognised about 15% better than the negative images. This was similar to the finding in experiment 1 (figure 2a). The identical-view conditions were about 10% better than differentview conditions regardless of whether responses to faces with glasses and/or beard were included or excluded. The results show that face recognition with different views was not differentially affected by contrast polarity. That is, although faces in photographic negative were in general more difficult to recognise, they were not more difficult than the positives when a learned view had to be generalised to a new view.
Given the results of experiments 1 and 2, we may suppose that there would be a difference between multi-tone and two-tone versions in this case as well. Since the high-spatial-frequency components of faces are preserved in multi-tone negatives, as discussed earlier, they may be used for recognition of faces in different views. Hence, it becomes necessary to see if negatives can be equally generalised to new views when the high-spatial-frequency components are disrupted.
Experiment 4
In this experiment two-tone versions of the face images were tested with the same conditions as in experiment 3. 5.1 Method 5.1.1 Subjects. Eighty-two undergraduate students from McGill University participated in this study. Their age ranged from 17 to 32 years (median = 20 years). All subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. They were randomly assigned to four groups. Two groups had twenty subjects, and two groups had twenty-one.
Materials.
The multi-tone pictures used in experiment 3 were converted from 8-bit multi-tone to two-tone versions with Adobe Photoshop 3.0. The selection of the threshold for quantisation was the same as described in experiment 2, except that we always used the same thresholds for the two different images of the same face. An example of stimuli used in this experiment is shown in figure 3b. 5.1.3 Procedure and design. The procedure and design (2 polarities x 2 views) were the same as in experiment 3.
Results and discussion
As in experiment 3, the means for the restricted data set, where the responses to faces with glasses and/or beard were excluded, and the full data set were again very similar. The difference between the means in the corresponding conditions varied only from 0.7% to 2.4%. Hence we display only the results from the full data set in figure 4b . A two-way ANOVA showed a significant main effect of contrast polarity (f lj78 = 17.33, p < 0.0001) and of view (F Kn = 69.67, p < 0.0001). The interaction between these two factors was not significant (p = 0.87). As in experiment 3, a separate two-way ANOVA was performed on the restricted data set. Again, main effects for both contrast polarity and view were found to be significant (F 1>78 = 7.46, p < 0.01; and F xn = 52.71, p < 0.0001, respectively). As before, there was no significant interaction (p -0.57).
Similar to our finding in experiment 3, the use of faces with glasses and/or beard made no difference. The positive conditions were about 7% better than the negative conditions in the whole data set. The identical-view conditions were about 15% better than different views. The reduction of performance from identical-view to differentview conditions was similar in photographic positive and photographic negative.
This experiment shows that the recognition of two-tone negatives was not more affected by the change of views than that of two-tone positives. This is consistent with the results found with multi-tone image conditions in experiment 3. A comparison between experiments 3 and 4 made with 2 (tone level) x 2 (polarity) x 2 (view) ANOVA showed that, consistent with our finding in experiments 1 and 2, multi-tone face images were in general recognised better than their two-tone counterparts (F ljl55 =43.67, p < 0.0001). The effect of negative was greater in multi-tone than in two-tone conditions, as reflected by a significant interaction between tone level and polarity (F ljl55 =4.98, p < 0.03). The drop in performance from identical-view to different-view conditions was greater with two-tone images than with the multi-tone ones, as shown by a significant interaction between tone level and view (F ll55 = 4.38, p < 0.05). This indicates that it is more difficult to generalise from one view to another in two-tone than in multi-tone images. There was no significant three-way interaction.
Since the face images used in experiments 3 and 4 contained both internal and external features, it remained unclear whether recognition of new views was facilitated by internal or external features or both. Since the external features were not more difficult to recognise in two-tone negatives, as was shown in experiment 2, it is possible that subjects may have relied solely on external features to generalise from one view to another. To test this possibility, it is necessary to test the conditions in experiment 4 with external features removed from the face images.
Experiment 5
To test whether internal features are used in two-tone negatives for recognition of faces in a view that is different from a learned view, we tested the conditions in experiment 4 with the external features removed. Given the results of experiments 1 and 2, which showed that external features play a greater role in two-tone than in multi-tone negatives, we decided to use only two-tone images for this experiment. Thus, we expected twotone images to provide a more sensitive estimate of the role of external features than multi-tone images. If faces can be identified in new views with two-tone negatives, without assistance from external features, then they should be identified as well in new views with multi-tone negatives.
6.1 Method 6.1.1 Subjects. Forty-eight undergraduate students from McGill University participated in the study. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Their ages ranged from 16 to 33 years (median = 20 years). Subjects were randomly assigned to four groups. There were twelve subjects in each group. 6.1.2 Materials. The external features of the face images used in experiment 3 were removed with the graphic tool in Adobe Photoshop 3.0. The images were then reduced from 8-bit grey-level pictures to two-tone images, with the same thresholds as in experiment 4. An example face manipulated for the different conditions in this experiment is shown in figure 3c. 6.1.3 Procedure and design. The procedure and the design (2 polarities x 2 views) were the same as in experiments 3 and 4.
Results and discussion
The means in the full data set and the restricted data set where responses to faces with beard and/or glasses were excluded were very similar. The difference ranged from 0.06% to 0.6%. Hence only results from the whole data set are presented in figure 4c . A two-way ANOVA showed a significant main effect of contrast polarity (F { 44 =8.59, p < 0.01) and of view (F l44 =41.81, p < 0.0001). The interaction between these two factors was not significant (p = 0.33). A separate two-way ANOVA was performed on the restricted data set where the responses to the faces with glasses and/or beard were excluded. Again, main effects for both contrast polarity and view were found to be significant (F, 44 = 7.23, p < 0.01; and F l44 =28.20, p < 0.0001, respectively) . There was no significant interaction (p = 0.40).
The mean in the different-view negative image condition of experiment 5 was quite low (58.6%). Nevertheless, a one-group Mest showed this to be significantly above the 50% chance level (t u = 3.29, p < 0.01). A comparison of experiments 4 and 5 by a 2 (feature) x 2 (polarity) x 2 (view) ANOVA showed that the overall recognition was better in experiment 4 than in experiment 5 (i 7 ! 122 = 3.92, p < 0.05), suggesting the advantage of including external features when recognising faces with two-tone images. This finding is consistent with our finding in experiment 2. None of the interactions was significant. Hence the analyses indicate no greater viewpoint dependence when external features were removed. Thus, our results show that removing external features impaired recognition of new views in both twotone negative and positive conditions by about the same amount.
General discussion
In this study, we examined whether face recognition in photographic negatives relied more on external features and on pictorial cues than that in photographic positives. We addressed the first issue in experiments 1 and 2, and the second in experiments 3,4, and 5.
Internal and external features in photographic positives and negatives
Our results showed that when subjects were tested on multi-tone negatives (experiment 1), there was a trend for the recognition of internal features to be more disrupted than recognition of the same features in positive. However, this did not reach a level of significance. When subjects were tested on two-tone negatives (experiment 2), recognition of whole face and internal features was disrupted but recognition of external features was intact. There was no difference between recognition of the three feature types in positive. This produced a significant interaction between contrast polarity and feature type. The fact that the whole face was recognised less well than external features in two-tone negatives indicates a damaging effect of internal features. The better performance for external features may be due to an absence of damaging effects from inclusion of internal features.
A comparison of the results of experiments 1 and 2 produced a clearer picture about the difference between face processing in positive and negative images. It showed that the photographic-negative effect is caused mainly by a difficulty in recognising internal features. The recognition of whole face and external features was significantly better than recognition of internal features when negative images were used. On the other hand, there was little difference between recognition of the three feature types when positives were used. This interaction between feature type and polarity suggests a qualitative difference between processing faces in photographic positive and negative. It may imply a disruption of configural processing when faces are in negative and that such processing is largely performed on internal features. Bruce and Young (1986) pointed out that pictorial code is a general code for any visual pattern or picture, hence it is not specific to faces. Structural or configurational information, on the other hand, is typical to faces and other homogenous classes of objects. If there is a greater dependence on viewpoints when faces are displayed in photographic negative, it may be reasonable to conclude that the structural code is not effective in processing negative images.
Recognising different views in photographic positives and negatives
The role of pictorial cues in recognising faces in negative and positive was investigated in both multi-tone (experiment 3) and two-tone (experiments 4 and 5) images. Experiment 3 showed that when faces were tested with a view that was different from the learned one, recognition in both photographic positive and negative dropped by about the same amount as the control condition. Experiment 4 showed that reducing multi-tone images to two-tone versions impaired recognition performance under both positive and negative conditions to the same degree. Experiment 5 showed that removing external features of the face images, which were present in experiments 3 and 4, further impaired recognition of faces in both positive and negative conditions to the same degree.
Thus, all three experiments showed that recognising faces in photographic negative suffered from view changes between learning and test, but the degree of impairment was no more severe than in the photographic-positive condition. Therefore, face recognition in photographic negative does not rely more on pictorial cues than face recognition in photographic positive.
These results add three pieces of information on the photographic-negative effect. First, the operation by which one view generalises to another is not affected by familiarity with image polarities. Second, the photographic-negative effect is fully determined at the stage of identical views, because no further photographic-negative effect is found after the views are changed. And finally, configural processing may not be involved in matching faces in different views if indeed our conjecture that configural processing is disrupted in negative is true.
In addition to the main findings, experiments 3, 4, and 5 also showed that presenting faces in views that are different from a learned view poses considerable demand on face recognition. Indeed, the impairment in recognising photographic negatives (8%-14%) was consistently smaller than the impairment caused by view changes between learning and test (10%-18%). We speculate that faces in new views rely on multiple cues. First, recognition may rely on facial information at both coarse and fine spatial scales. As experiment 4 showed, when high spatial frequencies were disrupted, as in the two-tone face images, the ability to recognise a learned face in new views was additionally reduced. Second, recognising faces in new views seemed to depend also on assistance from external features-ie experiment 5 showed that performance dropped further when such features were removed. On the other hand, all of our experiments showed that when faces were learned and tested in the same views, particularly when face stimuli were photographic positives, multiple cues were often unnecessary.
Is there a qualitative difference between face processing in photographic positive and negative?
A qualitative difference in face processing between photographic-positive and photographic-negative images would be apparent if the processes are fundamentally different. However, it may also be that the mechanisms are similar but vary in degree of efficacy, thus implying a quantitative processing difference. On the basis of our finding that external and internal features are recognised in a different way in photographic positives and negatives, we conclude that negative face images are processed in a qualitatively different way from positives. However, whether the qualitative difference can be detected is likely to be task-specific, as was shown in the second part of our study. Our view on the second part of study is the following: since no further impairment was found as result of changing views in photographic negative, we conclude that the photographic-negative effect here was fully consolidated before faces were recognised in different views. If so, the photographic-negative effect in the second part of the study may also be attributed to the kind of qualitative difference found in the first part of the study, namely, configural processing of internal features being disrupted by photographic negatives. Perrett et al (1995) listed several types of stimuli to which responses of face-selective neurons in monkey inferotemporal cortex were reduced. These include photographicnegative and inverted faces. Their idea was to find out when a face is no longer considered a face. According to the current notion of two distinct types of recognition systems, one for faces and another for other complex objects (Farah 1996; Moscovitch et al 1997) , the negative face may simply be treated as a non-face complex object. Although our results suggest a qualitative difference between processing faces in positive and negative, it is difficult to simply attribute this difference to the two putative systems. Rather, much evidence seems to favour the view that configural processing is an expertise that can be found in recognition of non-face stimuli and hence is not face-specific (eg Diamond and Carey 1986; Gauthier et al 1998) . using a functional magnetic-resonance-imaging technique showed that areas of the ventral pathway that are often associated with face recognition are also sensitive to manipulations of the categorisation level of non-face objects. Therefore, the qualitative difference between processing faces in photographic negative and positive suggested in our study may be more adequately attributed to two distinct kinds of processes than to a manifestation of division of labour between two modular systems that are exclusively devoted to processing of faces and non-face objects.
